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Abstract—Providers of cloud services as well as the cloud
services themselves differ in the business models, functionality,
quality of service, cost, value, etc. which makes the choice of
a provider and a service difficult. Beyond that the complexity
and lack of transparency with respect to cost and quality render
the run-time adaptation and replacement of services almost
impossible. This position paper presents main results of our
recent efforts towards development of a decision support method
(DSM) in multi-clouds. The DSM aims at taking into account
risk, quality and cost aspects in order to assist a decision maker
in choosing providers and services in a multi-cloud environment.
We characterize the needs for the DSM in the multi-cloud context
and propose an initial version of the process for the DSM. Based
on the method proposed and the needs identified, we elaborate
to what degree the current state of the art can be leveraged and
what further multi-clouds-specific extensions are needed.

Keywords—multi-cloud; decision support; risk assessment;
quality prediction; cost prediction; architectural design; trade-off
analysis; cloud service selection; cloud provider selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapidly increasing number of cloud services and cloud
service providers opens for new opportunities [1] in designing
application and enterprise architectures. It also enables new
business models and investments [2] [3] [4], new quality
levels [5], as well as new capabilities. The services can
be orchestrated and their compositions adapted even more
dynamically than earlier. Availability of similar services from
several providers opens for replaceability between services, or
redundancy of services. As a result, the quality may improve
and the risk of vendor lock-in will normally be reduced.
However, there are also significant challenges [6] involved
in realizing collaborations between clouds. One of the major
challenges regarding cloud services and their providers is that
they differ in the business models, functionality, quality of
service, cost, value, etc. Another challenge is complexity and
lack of transparency with respect to cost and quality. This
makes the choice of a provider and a service difficult and
the run-time adaptation and replacement of services almost
impossible. When selecting the cloud services and the cloud
providers, systematic support for identifying the candidate
services and understanding the implications of choosing the
different alternatives, is needed.

Decision support [7] for multi-cloud environments imposes
several challenges compared to the traditional model-based
decision support. Most notably, the dynamics of multi-cloud
require light-weight processes and tools, the decision makers

depend on easy-to-understand representations of the impacts of
the decisions, the notion of cost is to a lower degree established
in the existing approaches supporting the trade-off analysis
of enterprise and software architectures, and a merge of the
aspects of risk, cost and quality in a consolidated view imposes
a new complexity as well as methodological challenges.

The specific objective of this paper is to establish the nec-
essary baseline for a tool-supported decision support method
(DSM) aimed at facilitating selection of cloud services and
providers in a multi-cloud environment. In particular, we argue
that risk, quality and cost are among the main three factors in
such a selection process. To that end, we aim at providing
a decision support which analyses the impacts of the possible
decision alternatives in a multi-cloud environment with respect
to those three factors. We believe that a trade-off analysis
between risk, cost and quality based on a consolidated view
of the three will provide a useful basis for a decision maker in
assessing the possible choices through a cost-benefit analysis.

This position paper presents the main results of the recent
efforts towards development of a DSM for multi-cloud envi-
ronments. We characterize the needs for the DSM in the multi-
cloud context and propose an initial version of the process for
the DSM. Based on the method proposed, we elaborate on the
suitability of both the method proposed and the state of the art
for analyzing risks as well as for predicting quality and cost
in the multi-cloud context.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
the state of the art regarding risk analysis, quality prediction,
and cost analysis. Section 3 characterizes the needs for the
DSM in the multi-cloud context. Section 4 proposes an initial
process for the DSM. Section 5 discusses to what degree the
state of the art can be leveraged within the DSM process
proposed. Main conclusions are provided in Section 6.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The ISO 31000 standard for risk management comes with
no specific techniques, modeling languages or recommended
tools for how to conduct risk assessment in practice. However,
most established risk management methods [8] [9] [10] [11]
follow the ISO 31000 process, and provide such additional
support. Common for these approaches is that they are de-
signed to support risk management and risk documentation
from the perspective of an organization and its policies. There
is lack of support in the state of the art for extracting the risk
picture that is relevant for specific external stakeholders, such
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as services consumers, and to present this picture in an intuitive
and easily understandable way. There is also lack of an
approach which combines cloud modeling and risk modeling.
There exist many different approaches to service modeling
[12] [13] [14] [15], focusing on expressing relevant elements
and aspects of services, such as actors and components, roles,
activities, interfaces and contracts. However, none of these
have a risk-oriented view where stakeholders are represented
as risk owners, and where the assets at stake are made explicit.

In a model-based decision making, the decisions are made
based on a number of factors. The major ones include func-
tional and non-functional properties, as well as cost and the
added value. A trade-off between such factors is the basis
for decision making. This trade-off is particularly complex
between the non-functional factors, the variable parts of the
architecture, and the cost of the selected solutions. The vari-
ability, as well as incomplete information or knowledge, are
also sources of risk. Since functional requirements normally
are less flexible and specified rather early, and since the
added value is strongly related to the functional properties, the
factors that are tunable and highly interrelated are risk, quality
and cost. Therefore, in a model-based decision making, the
decisions are based on a trade-off assessment between risk,
quality and cost. The risk assessment, in turn, is based on
information that is gathered about assets, entities, actors, etc.
that are involved in the service event or action in question.

As a basis for the elicitation of the adequate quality char-
acteristics, we may use the software product quality standard
ISO/IEC 9126 [5]. The ISO 9126 defines quality as “the
totality of features and characteristics of a software product
that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs”.
The ISO 9126 standard provides an established specification
of decomposed quality notions with their qualitative and quan-
titative definitions. The standard defines a quality model for
external and internal quality, and for quality in use. External
quality is the totality of the characteristics of the software
product from an external view when the software is executed.
Internal quality is the totality of characteristics from an internal
view and is used to specify properties of interim products. The
characteristics of the internal and external quality model are
functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability
and portability. These are in turn decomposed into a total
of 34 sub-characteristics. Quality in use is the user’s view
of the quality of the software product when it is used in a
specific environment and a specific context of use. The quality
in use characteristics are effectiveness, productivity, safety
and satisfaction. There is also a further decomposition of all
characteristics into the related metrics.

SMI [16] is a standardization effort from the Cloud Ser-
vices Measurement Index Consortium (CSMIC) consisting of
academic and industry organizations. The Service Measure-
ment Index (SMI) uses a series of characteristics and measures
to create an common means to compare different services from
different suppliers. The characteristics are categorized as Us-
ability, Performance, Agility, Security and Privacy, Financial,
Assurance and Usability. Each of these characteristics has a
number of measures that can be used to evaluate the risk in
using a service. For example in the accountability category one
of the measured attributes is Compliance and another is SLA
verification both of which can be used to create a risk measure

for the service and the provider. CSMIC is in negotiation with
a number of large standardization organizations to develop a
joint working group and specification.

According to Fenton and Neil [17], most prediction models
use size and complexity metrics to predict defects. Others
are based on testing data, the quality of the development
process, or take a multivariate approach. The goal/question/-
metric paradigm [18] [19] is a significant contribution to
quality control and can be used for development of quality
models and for the design of a measurement plan [20] [21].
To enable explicit risk and quality assessment, we make use
of monitoring and measurement. Risk monitoring is a means
to facilitate continuous risk assessment by the monitoring
of relevant key indicators or metrics. An indicator can be
defined as “something that provides a clue to a matter of
larger significance or makes perceptible a trend or phenomenon
that is not immediately detectable” [22]. To enable explicit
risk and quality assessment, we make use of monitoring and
measurement.

PREDIQT [23] is a tool supported method for model-
based prediction of impacts of architectural design changes
on system quality characteristics (performance, scalability,
security, etc.). PREDIQT facilitates specification of quality
characteristics and their indicators, aggregation of the indica-
tors into functions for overall quality characteristic levels, and
dependency analysis. The main objective of a PREDIQT-based
analysis is prediction of system quality by identifying different
quality aspects, evaluating each of these, and composing the
results into an overall quality evaluation. This is useful, for
example, for elicitation of quality requirements, evaluation of
the quality characteristics of a system, run-time monitoring of
quality relevant indicators, as well as verification of the overall
quality characteristic fulfillment levels. PREDIQT makes use
of models that capture the system design, the system quality
notions, as well as the relations between them. An important
aim of PREDIQT is to enable the right balance between
practical usability of the models and the soundness of the
predictions. The method is compatible with the ISO/IEC 9126
software quality standard, and has been successfully applied
in real-life industrial settings [24] [25].

CORAS [8] is a tool-supported and model-driven approach
to risk analysis that is based on the ISO 31000 risk manage-
ment standard. Whereas alternative state-of-the-art approaches
such as CRAMM [26] and OCTAVE [27] rely on text and
tables, CORAS uses diagrams as an important means for
communication, evaluation and assessment. Risk modeling is a
technique for risk identification and assessment, and the state-
of-the-art offers several tree-based and graph-based notations.
Fault tree analysis [28] (FTA), event tree analysis [29] (ETA)
and attack trees [30] are examples of the former and provide
support for reasoning about the sources and consequences
of unwanted incidents, as well as their likelihoods. Cause-
consequence analysis [31] (CCA), Bayesian network [32] and
Markov analysis [33] are examples of graph-based notations.
CCA employs diagrams that combine the features of both fault
trees and event trees, whereas the latter two serve as math-
ematical models for probabilistic and statistical calculations,
respectively.

Approaches to quality assessment, risk analysis and secu-
rity management provide support for decision making so as to
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ensure a required quality level while managing risks. However,
while identifying and suggesting options and solutions, such
as security mechanisms, the methods often lack techniques
and tools for analyzing the associated cost and the return of
investment in the identified solutions. Franqueira et al. [2]
address this problem by proposing a method for handling
security investment decisions achieved by so-called Real Op-
tion thinking. The method is partly based on Real Option
Analysis [3] (ROA), which is a decision support technique
in the area of capital investment by means of mathematical
models to evaluate financial options. The method is supported
by a security trade-off tool called SecInvest, which is imple-
mented as a Bayesian network topology and supports decision
makers in evaluating investment options and identifying the
most suitable and cost-efficient ones. Other approaches to cost
estimation in the setting of security investments are Net Present
Value (NPV) [4], Return on Security Investment (ROSI) [34],
Architecture Trade-Off Analysis Method (ATAM) [35], the
Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) [7] and the Security
Solution Design Trade-Off Analysis [36]. These and similar
approaches can be understood as methods and techniques to
facilitate so-called security economics.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF NEEDS

As a part of context establishment, we elicited quality
aspects and risks which are specific to a multi-cloud environ-
ments. The elicitation was based on a comprehensive model
of migration process. The model was used as a baseline and a
checklist for understanding and decomposing the risk, quality
and cost aspects. The exercise resulted in a high-level overview
of main risks, as well as a model of decomposed quality
characteristics which are specific to multi-clouds. The three
overall characteristics identified are: interoperability, intercloud
replaceability and security. In addition, cost of migration
between multi-clouds was classified into cost of personnel, cost
of time with two coexisting services, cost of compensation
for uncertainty, and cost of hardware and other resources.
Through these models, a common understanding of the main
risk, quality and cost aspects in our context, was established.
The initial experiences and results of the quality, cost and risk
classification indicate that:

• Before eliciting the quality characteristics and risks of
a multi-cloud based architecture, the context has to be
thoroughly defined. Moreover, the architecture models
of the target need to be established. This provides a
common understanding of the scope and objectives,
as well as the necessary frames for further modeling
and decision making. For example, during the context
establishment, a process model for migration was
used as the foundation for eliciting the aspects and
indicators related to quality, cost and risk.

• The decision support models should, once available,
be able to take the proposed alternatives for architec-
ture design (measures and treatments considered) and,
based on each alternative, provide the resulting risk
picture, predicted levels of fulfillment of the relevant
quality characteristics, as well as the estimated costs.
Thus, risk, quality characteristics and cost should be
treated as separate concerns.

• Ideally, in order to accommodate for a cost-benefit
analysis, the method should consider added value (or
profit) in addition to cost. Minimizing cost and risks
and maximizing quality levels is not necessarily a
realistic goal. In fact, the benefits may arise from e.g.
process improvement through the new architecture,
improved or extended functionality, or similar. Thus
the trade-offs between quality, risk and cost may vary
significantly depending on the utility function and
the risk attitude of the decision maker. In addition,
the trade-off (or “selection criteria”) should take into
account the need for balancing the cost with the added
value beyond achieving the quality and risk relevant
objectives.

• The method should be tool supported, and the tool
should at least provide a diagram editor as well as an
easy-to-understand presentation of the impacts of the
decision alternatives on quality, risk and cost. The tool
should also offer the interfaces needed for acquisition
of the data needed for evaluation of the indicators,
as well as the interfaces for the needed trace-link
information.

IV. METHOD FOR DECISION SUPPORT FOR MULTI-CLOUD
ENVIRONMENTS – A PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATION

The DSM for multi-cloud applications is a model-driven
method consisting of three main artifacts: a process, a language
and a tool. This section provides the initial specification of
the DSM process and the actors involved. The DSM process
consists of three overall phases, and each phase is decomposed
into a set of sub-phases. The DSM process is undergone while
developing, verifying and applying the comprehensive decision
support models which include the aspects of architecture, risk,
quality and cost. We assume the following four types of actors
involved in the DSM process:

• Analyst: the analyst is an expert in the DSM and has
the responsibility for leading and facilitating a DSM-
based analysis. That is, the analyst coordinates the
overall actors, collects the input for developing the de-
cision support models, interacts with the overall actors
during the model development and usage, makes sure
that the necessary steps have been conducted within
the resources allocated, and validates that the models
have the needed quality and contents.

• Decision maker: the decision maker defines the scope
and the objective of a DSM-based analysis. He/she
will provide the instructions as to what parts of the
architecture should be encompassed in the models, the
expected validity of the models, the scope and kinds of
the perspective changes/revisions of the architecture,
etc. The decision maker will also be the main user of
the decision models once they have been developed.
He will therefore specify the decision alternatives in
the decision models, and use the resulting impact
estimates with respect to risk, cost and quality as an
aid in the decision making. This actor is aware of the
business model and strategy of the company. Hence,
a decision maker may be a business expert as well,
capable of making decisions based on his knowledge
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DSS	use	cases

1

Decision Maker

Establish context and 
model the target

Analyst

Assess and verify risk, cost 
and quality

Treatment and decision 
making

Domain Expert

Cloud Measurement 
Service

Fig. 1. The top level three phases and the actors involved in the DSM process

of the project budgets, allowable risks and the business
processes being supported by the applications. Larger
organizations may distinguish between a business ex-
pert who builds the requirements specification and
a decision maker who selects services based on the
specification. For simplicity, these two roles are in our
case represented by the decision maker who has all the
knowledge sufficient to take decisions.

• Domain expert: normally, a group of domain experts
will be involved in a DSM-based analysis in rela-
tion to the development, validation and revision of
the decision models. The domain experts will con-
tribute by providing the thorough input regarding the
current architecture, quality levels, dependencies and
processes. The analyst will actively interact with the
domain experts during all the three phases of the DSM
process.

• Cloud measurement service: this is a (partially) au-
tomatized service for retrieval of the empirical data
needed for estimating the parameters of the decision
models. We assume that the parameters are estimated
either based on the feeds from the cloud measurement
service or based on expert judgments. A parameter
may be estimated or measured either directly, or
through estimation of a measurable indicator which
then is aggregated and mapped to the decision model
through a function. The dynamics of the indicators
and the parameters as well as their relevance and
uncertainty will be among the factors for determining
whether the data acquisition should be automatic (e.g.
real-time retrieval based on a monitoring environment)
or manual, and how frequent it should be.

Figure 1 shows the overall three phases of the DSM
process, as well as the actors involved. In the first phase, the
context of the analysis is established. As a part of this, the
scope is defined, the relevant risk, cost and quality notions
are defined, and the architecture is modeled. In addition, the
expected validity as well as perspective business models and
architecture alternatives should be anticipated in order to cover
the needed scope and level of detail in the target models.
During the second phase, the decision models covering the
risk, quality and cost aspects are instantiated with respect
to target. As a part of this, the dependencies are modeled
and the parameters (with the related indicators) are estimated.

Establish	context	and	model	
the	target

2

Decision Maker

Characterize the target 
and the objectives

Analyst

Characterize quality aspects

Specify architecture of the
target 

Domain Expert

Characterize cost aspects

Fig. 2. Establish context and model the target phase decomposed

Assess	and	verify	risk,	cost	
and	quality

3

Create dependency 
views for quality and 

cost

Analyst

Identify risks

Validate the decision models

Domain Expert

Estimate risk/quality/cost 
parameters

Cloud Measurement 
Service

Fig. 3. Assess and verify risk, cost and quality phase decomposed

In addition, the models are validated through various kinds
of triangulation, mainly based on the empirical input, logs,
domain expert judgments, experience factories, etc. In the last
phase, the decision models are applied by first specifying the
decision alternatives, applying the alternatives on the models,
and finally obtaining the resulting impact of the respective
decisions on quality, risk and cost. The result is a consolidated
view of the quality, risk and cost picture, provided each
decision alternative.

Figure 2 shows the stages of the “establish context and
model the target” - phase. First, the target and the objectives
are characterized. Based on the initial input, the stakeholders
involved deduce a high level characterization of the target
architecture, its scope and the objectives of the DSM-based
analysis, by formulating the system boundaries, system context
(including the usage profile), system lifetime and the extent
(nature and rate) of design changes expected. In the second
stage, the quality aspects are characterized by specifying which
quality characteristics are relevant for the target, and thereafter
decomposing them down to indicators. A quantitative and
a qualitative definition should be provided for all elements.
Thirdly, a corresponding decomposition should be done for
the cost aspects. In the last stage, the architecture is modeled
with the detail level and within the frames specified during the
characterization stage.

Figure 3 shows the stages of the “assess and verify risk,
cost and quality” - phase. Firstly, the dependency views for
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Treatment	and	decision	
making

4

Decision Maker

Specify treatment

Analyst

Quality prediction

Cost prediction

Risk evaluation

Analyze a consolidated view of 
impact of the treatments w.r.t. 

quality, cost and risk

Domain Expert

Cloud Measurement 
Service

Apply the treatment on 
the decision models

Fig. 4. Treatment and decision making phase decomposed

respectively quality and cost are developed. Secondly, assets
and risks are identified in separate decision models (“threat
diagrams”). The three types of the decision models (i.e.
quality dependency views, cost dependency views and threat
diagrams) are then annotated by the parameter values through
evaluation of indicators or direct expert judgments on the
prior parameters. Finally, triangulation is performed in order
to validate the decision models. The models are approved once
an acceptable level of uncertainty has been reached.

Figure 4 shows the stages of the “treatment and decision
making” - phase. First, the respective decision alternatives are
specified separately. Then, each alternative is applied on the
decision models. The models and the respective calculus is
used to propagate the impacts of each decision alternative
on risk, quality and cost. Finally, a consolidated view of the
impacts of the decision alternatives is presented to the decision
maker.

Figure 5 shows an activity diagram with the entire DSM
process, including the feedback loops. The right hand side
of the figure indicates the phases presented in Figure 1. The
activities are equivalent to the ones presented in relation to
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

V. DISCUSSION

This section elaborates to what degree the existing
PREDIQT and CORAS methods for for quality prediction
and risk analysis, respectively, can serve as a baseline for our
DSM in multi-clouds. The objective is to leverage the state of
the art decision support, while extending it and adjusting to
the special needs of the multi-clouds. Thus, the established
methods, languages and tools can be reused with the well
known properties and resources, while the efforts can be
concentrated on the multi-cloud-specific extensions.

PREDIQT is a method (process, language, and tool sup-
port) for model-based prediction of system quality. The
PREDIQT method produces and applies a multi-layer model
structure, called prediction models, which represent system rel-
evant quality concepts (through “Quality Model”), architectural
design (through “Design Model”), and the dependencies be-
tween architectural design and quality (through “Dependency

Characterize the target and the objectives

Characterize quality aspects

Characterize cost aspects

Identify risks

Specify treatment

Specify architecture of the target 

Create dependency views for quality and cost

Estimate risk/quality/cost parameters

Validate the decision models

Analyze a consolidated view of impact of the treatments 
w.r.t. quality, cost and risk

Risk evaluation

Quality prediction

Cost prediction

Validation 
successful?

no

yes

Treatment 
adopted

no

yes

Establish 
context and 
model the 

target

Assess and 
verify risk, cost 

and quality

Treatment 
and decision 

making

Apply the treatment on the decision models

Fig. 5. The DSM process diagram with feedback loops

Views”). The Design Model diagrams are used to specify
the architectural design of the target system and the changes
whose effects on quality are to be predicted. The Quality
Model diagrams are used to formalize the quality notions and
define their interpretations. The values and the dependencies
modeled through the Dependency Views (DVs) are based
on the definitions provided by the Quality Model. The DVs
express the interplay between the system architectural design
and the quality characteristics. Once a change is specified on
the Design Model diagrams, the affected parts of the DVs are
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identified, and the effects of the change on the quality values
are automatically propagated at the appropriate parts of the
DV.

CORAS is a method (process, language, and tool support)
for conducting model-based security risk analysis. CORAS
provides a customized language for threat and risk mod-
eling, and comes with detailed guidelines explaining how
the language should be used to capture and model relevant
information during the various stages of the security analysis.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is typically used to
model the target of the analysis. For documenting intermediate
results, and for presenting the overall conclusions we use
special CORAS diagrams which are inspired by UML. The
CORAS tool supports documenting, maintaining and reporting
analysis results through risk modeling.

The DSM process is based on an attempt to merge the
processes of CORAS and PREDIQT for a consolidated anal-
ysis of risk, quality and cost. Most of the stages of the
DSM process can be found in CORAS and PREDIQT. The
actors/stakeholders defined in the DSM are fully compliant
with the ones defined by CORAS and PREDIQT. The types
of the decision models proposed in the DSM are heavily based
on the modeling notations, languages and tools of PREDIQT
and CORAS, respectively. The approach to modeling of quality
and cost aspects based on the DVs is a part of the PREDIQT
method, while a language for risk modeling is provided by
CORAS. The respective approaches to modeling in PREDIQT
and CORAS are based on graphical modeling languages with
defined propagation models. Both modeling approaches are
developed with special focus on comprehensibility and ex-
pressiveness. In that manner, the models are accommodated
for fulfilling real-life needs in terms of covering the represen-
tations needed while being rather intuitive so that non-experts
should be able to relate to them in an industrial setting. The
characterization of quality proposed in DSM is by PREDIQT
addressed through the so called Quality Model. Both the
Quality Model and the intended quality characterization in
DSM are similar to the elicitation we have performed, which
is briefly presented in Section 3.

The DSM process is to a high degree a superset of the
processes of PREDIQT and CORAS. Moreover, the modeling
approaches of PREDIQT and CORAS cover the concerns of
quality and risk, as well as partially the concern of cost.
Furthermore, the existing tools of CORAS and PREDIQT may
be useful in the DSM context. Provided this baseline, we
believe that utilization of the CORAS and PREDIQT methods
including the processes, the languages and the tools, is worth
a further evaluation in the DSM context. In particular, this
means that case studies in multi-cloud environments should
be performed in order to evaluate the feasibility of DSM, as
well as the suitability of the relevant parts of PREDIQT and
CORAS in a multi-cloud context.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This position paper aims at establishing the necessary
baseline for a DSM. The intended purpose of the DSM is
to facilitate the selection of cloud services and providers in
a multi-cloud environment. In particular, we argue that risk,
quality and cost are among the main factors in such a selection

process. We believe that a trade-off analysis between risk, cost
and quality based on a consolidated view of the three will
provide a useful basis for a decision maker in assessing the
possible choices through a cost-benefit analysis.

Decision support for multi-cloud environments imposes
however several challenges compared to the traditional model-
based decision support. Most notably, the dynamics of multi-
cloud require light-weight processes and tools, the decision
makers depend on easy-to-understand representations of the
impacts of the decisions, the notion of cost is to a lower degree
established in the trade-off analysis of enterprise and software
architectures, and a merge of the aspects of risk, cost and
quality in a consolidated view imposes a new complexity as
well as methodological challenges.

This paper presents the main results of our recent ef-
forts towards the development of a DSM for multi-cloud
environments. We characterize the needs for the DSM in
the multi-cloud context and propose an initial version of the
process for the DSM. Based on the experiences from CORAS
and PREDIQT based analyses, and relying on the existing
process descriptions and modeling approaches from CORAS
and PREDIQT, we propose a comprehensive process for a
DSM-based analysis, and present the roles of the actors/s-
takeholders involved. The DSM process consolidates the steps
necessary towards development, verification and application of
the decision support models. Based on the method proposed,
we elaborate on the suitability of both the method proposed and
the state of the art for analyzing risks as well as for predicting
quality and cost in the multi-cloud context. We argue that many
aspects of CORAS and PREDIQT, including the approaches
to modeling (the modeling languages), the processes, and the
respective tool support, should be well suited in the DSM
context, i.e. in an analysis which merges the aspects of risk,
quality and cost. However, in order to evaluate the feasibility of
both the proposed DSM in general as well as the CORAS and
PREDIQT methods in particular, in the multi-cloud context,
realistic case studies should be performed and the proposed
method adapted based on the experiences obtained.

Hence, the next steps in the development of decision sup-
port for multi-clouds should include case studies, evaluation
and development of approaches to modeling (the modeling
languages) for a consolidated model-based risk analysis, qual-
ity prediction and cost analysis. Moreover, the method should
offer an easy-to-understand visualization of the impacts of the
decision alternatives on quality, cost and risk. We also aim
at refining the method and the tool requirements for DSM,
as well as providing a prototype tool which will facilitate a
DSM-based analysis.
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